The Flat Hat by College of William and Mary
By MaxiM Lott
Flat Hat Staff Writer
College of William and Mary of-
ficials are expecting deeper revenue 
shortfalls for next year following 
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine’s Dec. 17 
proposal to cut state funding for all 
Virginia universities by 15 percent. 
The proposed cuts, which would 
take $9.7 million out of the budgets 
of the College and the Virginia Insti-
tute of Marine Science, are currently 
being considered by the General As-
sembly.
These new cuts come on top of 
October’s budget cuts of $4.9 million 
from the two institutions. VIMS op-
erates under the administrative um-
brella of the College but is funded 
separately by the state.
The Board of Visitors is consid-
ering all options, including tuition 
increases and further cuts in depart-
ment budgets, but will not have a fi-
nal plan until its April meeting.
“It’s a little early in the game to 
know exactly what we’ll do in re-
sponse,” Vice President for Finance 
Sam Jones said. 
BOV Secretary Suzann Matthews 
’71 agreed, saying that the College 
was waiting to see whether the GA 
would make all the cuts requested 
by Kaine.
In a statement following Kaine’s 
announcement, College President 
Taylor Reveley emphasized that any 
cuts would not affect students or fac-
ulty this semester.
“To repeat prior assurances about 
the current fiscal year, there will be 
no layoffs on the main campus, no 
salary reductions or furloughs, no 
loss of student financial aid and no 
mid-year tuition increase,” Reveley 
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Wawa 
employee 
arrested 
for theft
RolliN’ with RolaNd
Tribe loses 47th straight 
to Old Dominion
By Maggie ReeB
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
Shortly before winter break, 18-year-old Wawa em-
ployee Sherrell Montique Morris allegedly stole $50 
from sophomore Taylor Porter’s William and Mary 
Express account, leading to Morris’ Dec. 29 arrest. 
According to the College of William and Mary’s re-
cords, a Wawa employee has allegedly stolen from at 
least one other student account. Morris has since been 
fired.
An Express account is a debit account accessible 
through a student’s identification card. It is used to 
buy food and other items on campus and at select off-
campus locations. 
Porter said she entered the Wawa across the street 
from Blow Memorial Hall on Dec. 1 to purchase a bot-
tle of Diet Coke as she, and many other students, had 
done countless times. Porter’s mother had deposited a 
specific amount of money into her Express account for 
her to use during exams. 
The next day, Porter logged onto her myWM ac-
count and found her express balance far below what 
she had expected. She then called the College’s Auxil-
iary Services and ordered an itemized list of all trans-
actions on her Express account. Such a list shows how 
many times a student’s ID card is swiped and if a stu-
dent’s ID number has been manually entered into a 
merchant card reader. Porter saw the purchase of her 
soda just after 6 p.m., as well as another $50 Wawa pur-
chase five minutes later. The second time her number 
had been entered manually.
Alarmed, Porter said she went to Wawa to inform 
management of the alleged theft from her account. Ac-
cording to her, Wawa’s general manager, Ron, hoped 
to refund her stolen $50, but told her to return the next 
day so he could contact upper management to decide 
how to proceed. Porter said Ron informed her the fol-
lowing day that the corporate division of Wawa refused 
to issue a refund. 
Ron declined to comment or provide his last name 
for this story.
Porter then went to Campus Police. Since Wawa 
is located off campus, they directed her to the City of 
maral noori-moghaddam — the flat hat
CNN correspondent Roland Martin spoke last night at a Martin Luther 
King Jr. Day event. “We have to choose to get to work,” he said, encouraging 
the audience to work for change. For coverage, visit flathatnews.com.
See wawa page 3
See Budget page 4
Budget slashed $9.6M
Worker allegedly copied
students’ ID numbers and 
later pocketed money
Witnessing history
The Flat Hat tags along with the
College’s Young Democrats as they view
the inauguration of President Barack Obama
BOV will decide in April how to absorb cuts
By FeLiCia tSuNg
Flat Hat Staf f Writer
WASHINGTON, D.C. — “You make me want to — 
shout!” the crowd yells as people jump into the air, 
throwing their hands to the sky. 
It’s almost 10 a.m., the temperature is in the 
low 30s and people, packed close together next to 
the Washington Monument, sing along with Garth 
Brooks, whose performance from a concert Sunday 
is being re-played on a giant screen. 
Liz Pedraja ’09, the president of the College of Wil-
liam and Mary Young Democrats, jumps and shouts 
with the crowd. 
“That got my blood pumping again,” she says after 
the song finishes. 
Approximately 2 million people flocked to the 
capital on Tuesday. Pedraja, along with Young Demo-
crats Vice President Ross Gillingham ’10 and Cam-
paign Coordinator Carlos Quintela ’12, were among a 
large number of College students who made the trip 
to Washington to witness Barack Obama’s presiden-
tial inauguration.
For the three 
students, who 
watch from the 
National Mall be-
cause they didn’t 
get tickets, Inau-
guration Day be-
gins in Northern 
Virginia, where 
they wake at 5 a.m. to a still-dark sky. After taking an 
espresso shot or two and bundling up in heavy coats, 
gloves and hats, the group heads to the city’s Metro, 
where a line of passengers stretches at least a block 
down the sidewalk. Fortunately for the cold College 
students, the wait isn’t too long and there is an atmo-
sphere of general cheerfulness as people joke with 
each other while waiting in the cold. 
The train is tightly packed, but they manage to 
find some room, standing close together with other 
passengers. As the train gets closer to the Capitol 
building, people on the platform try desperately to 
squeeze themselves into the cars, jamming the doors 
and slowing down other trains. The ride — which 
usually takes 40 minutes — ends up taking nearly two 
hours. Despite the delays, everyone remains excited, 
talking about the 44th president, looking at maps of 
the city and pinning on Obama support buttons.
Across town, Young Democrats Historian Isabelle 
Cohen ’11, whose family has tickets for the swearing-
in ceremony, leaves her hotel at 6:30 a.m. They join 
the security line by 7 a.m. and settle in for a long wait; 
security for the ticketed section is high. Everyone 
must walk through a metal detector and each person 
is checked individually with a small metal detector 
wand. The line is painfully slow.  
“We basically moved a foot every five minutes,” 
Cohen said later. “It was the worst-managed line I 
have ever seen.”  
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ONLINE vIDEO
Flat Hat Staff Writer Felicia Tsung 
discusses her experience
at the inauguration.
flathatnews.com
INSIDE
Students, staff pause to
observe Obama’s swearing-in 
while freshmen celebrate the
inauguration in style.
See page 3
By MegaN KeeLiNg
Flat Hat Staf f Writer
The Virginia General Assembly voted 93-0 Wednes-
day in favor of a resolution encouraging Virginia univer-
sities to award full academic credit to 
students participating in the Reserve 
Officers’ Training Corps. The bill 
was sponsored by Delegate Kirk Cox 
(R-66), with over 40 delegates signing 
on as co-patrons of the bill.
“The committee and later the full 
House unanimously passed my ROTC 
Resolution as a show of support for 
those willing to serve our nation,” Cox 
said. “The resolution requests Virgin-
ia colleges and universities to fully support our young 
men and women in the ROTC program by providing full 
academic credit.”
Matt Pinsker ’09, who has been campaigning for 
GA to WM: More 
credit for ROTC
College senior helped with legislation
See RotC page 4
felicia tsung — the flat hat
Young Democrats President Liz Pedraja ’09 and Vice President Ross Gillingham ’10 watch from near 
the Washington Monument as Barack Obama is sworn in at noon Tuesday at the Capitol.
Pinsker ’09
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Black metal four-foot statues of 
King William and Queen Mary 
arrived from France. The 
statues were made by sculptor 
Emil Siebern and were to 
be placed at the top of a new 
gateway.  New York architect 
F. B. Hoffman was designing 
the gateway, which was to be 
placed at the College of William 
and Mary’s entrance.
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Weather
Tuesday, Dec. 2 — An individual reported a stolen 
paycheck on the 600 block of Ukrop Way. The estimated value is 
$76.
Wednesday, Dec. 3 — An individual reported a stolen 
mailbox key at Unit F. The estimated value is $50.
— An individual reported a stolen bicycle on the 300 block of 
James Blair Rd. The estimated value is $300.
Thursday, Dec. 4 — An individual reported a stolen 
building sign on the 500 block of Landrum Dr. The estimated 
value is $90.
— An individual reported stolen food at Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Sorority House. The estimated value is $240.
Friday, Dec. 5 — An individual reported  a vandalized back 
door on the 700 block of Ukrop Way. The estimated damage is 
$100.
Saturday, Dec. 6 — An individual reported a stolen bicycle 
on the 600 block of Ukrop Way. The estimated value is $100.
— An individual reported a stolen bicycle on the 200 block of 
Jamestown Rd. The estimated value is $100.
Sunday, Dec. 7 — An individual reported two vandalized 
bulletin boards on the 100 block of Wake Drive. The estimated 
damage is $45.
Saturday, Jan. 10 — An individual was arrested for 
allegedly driving under the influence on Ukrop Way.
Monday, Jan. 12 — An individual reported a stolen book at 
Swem Library. The estimated value is $150. 
Tuesday, Jan. 20 — An individual reported a stolen bicycle 
at Swem Library. The estimated value is $50.
— compiled by Bertel King, Jr.
Dec. 2 to Jan. 20
CAMPUS PoliCe BeAt
“I drove on the wrong side of the 
street in England.”
Jasleen Singh ’11
Source: www.weather.com
Beyond the ’BUrg
What was the craziest thing that happened to you over break?
Street BeAt
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 — photos and interviews by Bertel King, Jr.
“I fell asleep in the car on the 
way to Stafford.”
Jordan Elton ’12
“I made out with my best 
friend’s girlfriend on New 
Year’s.”
Ian Joseph ’12
News Editor Alex Guillén
News Editor Miles Hilder
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News in Brief   
“I got attacked by children 
throwing stuffed animals.”
Katie Ikeler ’11
5
5
A paragraph in the Dec. 5 article “Indian students react to Mumbai attacks” mistak-
enly referred to Surya Sundar ’12 as a female.
The Dec. 5 article “Professors upset over psychology grad cuts” did not specify that 
the Master’s program in psychology will not be cut.
 
The Flat Hat wishes to correct any facts printed incorrectly. Corrections may be 
submitted by e-mail to the section editor in which the incorrect information was 
printed. Requests for corrections will be accepted at any time.
Glenn Close ’74 joins Hollywood Walk of Fame
Glenn Close ’74 received a star on the Holly-
wood Walk of Fame Jan. 12. The Emmy, Golden 
Globe and Tony award-winning actress currently 
stars as Patty Hewes in the FX television series 
“Damages.”
During Close’s education at the College of Wil-
liam and Mary, she appeared in several univer-
sity productions including “The Common Glory,” 
“The Seagull” and “Anything Goes.” 
She double-majored in drama and anthropol-
ogy, and served as the honorary co-chair of the Alumni Associa-
tion’s New York Auction in 2004.
The William and Mary 
Choir, accompanied by the 
United States Marine Band, 
performed at the Presidential 
Inauguration in Washington, 
D.C.  The choir was invited 
by Sen. John Warner (R-Va.), 
chairman of the bipartisan Joint 
Congressional Committee on 
Inaugural Ceremonies.   
—by Ameya Jammi
Tech grad student murdered
Post-massacre emergency alert system notifies students 
courtesy PHoto — vt.edu
The Graduate Life Center at Virginia Tech. A student was murdered Wednesday in a cafe in this building. 
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‘Stabilitas et Fides’
1997
The Sophomore Steering 
Committee organized the 
Superdance, a 25-hour dance 
marathon, to raise money 
for the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association. The SSC projected 
that over $10,000 would be 
raised.  
Reveley to Obama: More science funding
College of William and Mary President Taylor Reveley joined the 
list of university presidents endorsing a letter sent to President Ba-
rack obama urging an increase in funding for scientific research 
and innovation as part of his economic stimulus package.
“While some might argue that the current economic crisis should 
push such plans into the future,” the letter reads, “we believe, to 
the contrary, that the stimulus package provides a vital opportunity 
to begin rebuilding American science” for both short-term needs, 
such as infrastructure spending, as well as long-term initiatives in 
basic science research.
The letter was sent by a group of 49 Nobel Prize laureates and 
other scientific leaders. Nineteen university leaders have endorsed 
the letter.
By AMeyA JAMMI
Flat Hat Insight Editor
A Virginia Tech graduate student was murdered 
by another graduate student Wednesday on the 
university’s campus. Xin Yang, an international 
student from China, was stabbed and decapitated 
by Haiyang Zhu, also a Chinese international 
student. The relationship between the two and the 
motivation for the murder are unclear. 
Seven witnesses were present at Au Bon Pain, 
a café, where the two students were meeting for 
coffee. According to the Collegiate Times, Virginia 
Tech’s student newspaper, Virginia Tech Police 
Chief Wendell Flinchum said police received a 911 
phone call at 7:06 p.m. and arrived at the scene a 
minute later.
University spokesman Larry Hincker told 
the Collegiate Times that he was informed of the 
murder at 7:30 p.m. Because the suspect had been 
arrested, notifications were sent out instead of 
emergency alerts. 
The first set of messages were sent out to 
subscribers of the emergency alert system at 7:44 
p.m. in the form of text messages, voicemails and 
e-mails. The first notification was sent out in 60,000 
text messages in 33 minutes. In all, 67,000 text 
messages were sent over the course of 33 minutes 
for the second notification.
Students living in the Graduate Life Center, 
where the murder took place, were admitted into 
the building, but non-residents were asked to stay 
out. The Squires Student Center was temporarily 
locked down, but since the system appeared to 
work successfully, the campus was not locked 
down. The Tech Policy Group, a group of senior 
university officials responding to emergency 
situations, did not meet.
Zhu was charged with first-degree murder and 
is being held without bond. The campus police 
and the university team which deals with mentally 
disturbed students told the Times that they were 
unaware of any possible mental condition of Zhu’s.
“An act of violence like this brings back 
memories of April 16,” Virginia Tech President 
Charles Steger said. “I have no doubt that many of 
us feel especially distraught.”
The university’s emergency alert system was 
used April 16, 2007, after Cho Seung-Hui killed 32 
students and wounded many others before taking 
his own life. At that time, the university sent out 
e-mails to students over two hours after the first 
shooting. This stabbing was the first murder on 
campus since the massacre.
Local re-enactor charged with shooting
Civil War re-enactor Josh o. Silva has been indicted for the acci-
dental September shooting of a would-be Yankee cavalryman from 
the Bronx, according to The New York Times.
Thomas Lord, a 73-year-old former New York City police officer 
from Suffolk, Va., was wounded when Silva, a 29-year-old from Nor-
folk, Va., accidentally fired a .44-caliber lead ball from an 1860 Army 
Colt pistol that was supposed to be empty.
Mr. Silva has been charged with a misdemeanor punishable by 
up to a year in jail and a $2,500 fine. 
“If I had any idea that Mr. Silva had fired intentionally at another 
person, it would be a much more serious charge,” Wayne Farmer, 
an attorney for Isle of Wight County, said.
— by Bertel King, Jr.
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Raymond Morman, an 
employee of the College Post 
office, was arrested and 
convicted for larceny after 
Campus Police, prompted 
by complaints about missing 
checks and opened mail, sent 
rigged letters with electronic 
beepers to the mailboxes of 
five students cooperating with 
the investigation.
1976
College produces many Peace Corps volunteers
The College of William and Mary ranked fifth in producing Peace 
Corps volunteers amongst medium-sized universities in 2008, ac-
cording to a press release.
Formed in 1961, the Peace Corps has received volunteers from 
over 3,000 institutions across the United States. Medium-sized 
schools have 5,001 to 15,000 students.
George Washington University ranked first among medium-sized 
schools. The University of Washington ranked first among large 
schools, and the University of Chicago performed best among 
small schools.
For more News in Briefs, look online at flathatnews.com
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Williamsburg Police. A 
Williamsburg police offi-
cer accompanied Porter to 
the Richmond Road Wawa to 
investigate.
“When I first walked in, one 
lady at the register freaked out,” 
Porter said. “I knew which side 
of the register I had used, but 
I couldn’t remember who my 
cashier had been. I go to Wawa 
so much that at one point every 
employee has rung me up.”
According to Porter, a Wawa 
employee pulled out the regis-
ter’s record at the request of the 
police officer. The record listed 
Porter’s purchase of a soda at 
6:03 p.m. and then a purchase 
of a $50 American Express Gift 
Card at 6:08 p.m. 
Though she could not identi-
fy the cashier, Porter said Wawa 
had the security tape of her 
purchase enabling them to iden-
tify Morris as Porter’s cashier. 
The company immediately fired 
Morris, Porter said.
Under the guidance of 
Student Assembly President 
Valerie Hopkins ’09, Porter 
then contacted Wade Henley the 
head of the College’s Auxiliary 
Services.
After securing a copy of the 
police report, Henley immedi-
ately set out to refund Porter. 
Eventually, Porter’s account 
was credited, and the College 
withheld a payment of $50 to 
Wawa.
“Wade Henley was extremely 
helpful,” Porter said. “He was 
so concerned that this had hap-
pened and responded so quick-
ly to any of my questions. He 
deserves major kudos.”
Henley cross-verified all of 
Wawa’s records with Express 
account records during Morris’ 
time working the register, and 
found at least two other fraudu-
lent charges.  
“Auxiliary Services reviewed 
all transactions that took place 
at Wawa during the semes-
ter and flagged those that had 
unusual characteristics,” Henley 
said. “Students were notified 
if there was a transaction that 
seemed unusual. The students 
verified the transactions and 
there were only two so far that 
were deemed improper.”
On Dec. 29, Williamsburg 
police arrested Morris on the 
7000 Block of Lynn Circle. in 
James  City County. Morris pled 
not guilty to any wrongdoings. 
Porter will have to argue her 
case in a Williamsburg court. A 
court date has not yet been set.
While the College and 
Williamsburg police are han-
dling the current theft, members 
of the SA worry that an inci-
dent of this nature could happen 
again.
“The Office of Auxiliary 
Services is treating this as an 
isolated incident, which I think 
it is, but I am worried that other 
people may now think this is 
something they could get away 
with,” Hopkins said.
Not only are student account 
numbers printed boldly on the 
front of ID cards, as well as on 
Wawa receipts, but the express 
account balance is printed on 
Wawa receipts, and thus view-
able after a purchase.
“Because of this, a merchant 
could theoretically drain a stu-
dent’s account,” Porter said.
The College Auxiliary 
Services has been researching 
certain software that would pre-
vent the printing of all the digits 
of student account numbers on 
receipts, but Auxiliary Services 
also believes that students can 
take action to protect themselves 
from this type of theft.
“Students should periodically 
monitor their William and Mary 
Express balances, and if there is 
a question, they should notify 
the ID Office,” Henley said.
Porter plans to speak before 
the SA about the theft, and the 
SA has already begun discuss-
ing possible theft-prevention 
methods.
“The SA is currently formu-
lating a list of suggestions and 
criteria for a new or updated 
system,” Hopkins said.  “For 
instance, the current system 
would not be able to handle 
it if all students could check 
their transaction list online like 
a debit card.  However, that is 
something to add in the future, 
so that students can monitor 
their transactions.”
Though this theft may be the 
first of its kind at the College, 
this type of crime has occurred 
on other campuses.  According 
to The Harvard Crimson, a 
Harvard University undergradu-
ate student was discovered last 
year manufacturing fake Harvard 
student identification cards that 
could be used to access student 
accounts. 
Porter hopes students will 
monitor their Express accounts 
and be mindful when visiting 
Wawa. 
“I’ve only been to Wawa once 
since this happened,” Porter 
said. “And I used cash.”
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Wawa employee fired for allegedly stealing from students
By Maggie ReeB
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
There was a collective pause across 
the College of William and Mary campus 
as the first president of African American 
heritage was sworn in just after noon 
Tuesday.
Students, professors and staff joined the 
millions of Americans across the country 
to watch the historical transition of power 
from George W. Bush to Barack Obama.
The College set up projector screens in 
the Commonwealth Auditorium and Lodge 
1 of the Sadler Center for those on campus 
to view the Inauguration Ceremony.
By 10 a.m., as President-elect Barack 
Obama, his wife Michelle and their two 
daughters, Sasha and Malia, entered 
their limo transport to Capitol Hill, only 
a handful of students had gathered in the 
Sadler Center. 
Some wondered aloud if most of the 
College had traveled to the Capital to view 
the Inauguration Ceremony.
“I live less than 20 miles from the 
capitol, and I would never have stayed,” 
Lisette Armstrong  ’11 said. “They closed 
down the bridges into and out of the [city]. 
My mom was saying how people in the 
capital are so excited; every time they see 
a black car with tinted windows drive by, 
they start cheering, hoping it’s President 
Obama.”
Despite the cold weather, the crowd 
in the Sadler Center slowly grew — and 
anticipation  grew with it. 
“I’m excited about the inauguration,” 
Shahla  Nasserasr Ph.D. ’10 said. “[Obama] 
speaks about beautiful things and I think 
he will do a lot for a country, at least more 
than the last president.”
As noon approached, students and 
faculty crowded the Commonwealth and 
Lodge 1.
Dining employees crowded around the 
televisions on the main floor, while postal 
workers lined the wall across from the 
televisions on the bottom floor to watch 
Obama take the oath of office. 
A group of approximately 60 people 
watched in silence from the Chesapeake 
Auditorium as the newly sworn in president 
addressed the nation. 
Some hugged each other as he went 
to the podium after taking the oath, and 
others cheered as Obama spoke of peace 
and prosperity returning to the United 
States. 
Later that night, members of the class of 
2012 attended the All-Freshmen Inaugural 
Ball, funded by the hall councils of Yates 
and Monroe halls.
College celebrates new President in — and out of — cold
caitlin fairchild — the flat hat
Emotional students, faculty and staff gather in the Sadler Center to watch Barack Obama take the presidential oath of office. 
WaWa from page 1
Although tensions are high, 
people in line manage to stay 
courteous, she said, parting aside 
for those in wheelchairs and apol-
ogizing when they bump into each 
other. 
“I think everyone was just 
happy to be there,” Cohen said.
Still, as the clock slowly 
approaches noon, the lines grow 
longer. Feet become numb and 
patience wears thin. 
Disembarking the train, 
Pedraja, Gillingham and Quintela 
join a crowd in the street heading 
toward the Mall. Empty city buses 
used as barriers are parked along 
the street. Police officers watch 
from the sides and point out direc-
tions. Vendors, hawking Obama 
t-shirts, hats and flags, display 
their wares.
The hottest commodity? 
Packets of hand-warmers.
Around 8:45 a.m., the three 
Young Democrats find themselves 
among several hundreds of peo-
ple already by the Washington 
Monument and settle down to 
begin the long wait for the cer-
emony to start. The Mall, free 
and open to the public, has giant 
screens set up specifically for 
viewing the ceremony. 
The crowds swell larger and 
larger as the start of the event 
nears. Pushing their way through 
the crowd, people try to make their 
way down the Mall. On screen, 
cameras begin showing the arrival 
of VIPs. Jay-Z’s hat causes a stir. 
People take pictures of each other 
and point out the White House 
in the distance, wondering out 
loud if Bush is still there pack-
ing. Someone waves the flag of 
Kenya. Others hold yellow signs 
beseeching the president-elect for 
a policy of peace. When the cam-
era zooms out to show a view of 
the Mall, people yell happily and 
wave. 
Everyone cheers and claps 
when Michelle Obama and her 
daughters finally arrive. A short 
woman standing near the Young 
Democrats boos loudly with the 
crowd when the camera shows a 
shot of President Bush.
“Buh-bye, Bush!” she exclaims 
happily. “You get out of here! 
Yes!”
During the swearing-in of Vice 
President Joe Biden, the screen 
and its speakers are out of sync; 
it appears as though Justice John 
Paul Stevens is being sworn in 
instead of Biden, much to the 
amusement of the crowd. Still, 
they burst into cheers as Biden 
becomes vice-president, which 
quickly transforms into an impa-
tient chant — “Obama.” 
Finally, Obama steps onto the 
stage and the crowd erupts.
“Yes, we can!” and “Yes, we 
did!” shouts ring out as onlookers 
wave American flags with enthu-
siasm. 
People hold each other tight-
ly as Obama is finally sworn in 
as president. The three Young 
Democrats have smiles plastered 
on their faces. During his speech, 
the crowd listens intently with 
their cameras out, taking pictures 
of the giant screen and the reac-
tions of the people around them. 
The crowd erupts again even 
before Obama finishes his speech 
with “…and God bless the United 
States of America.” 
The euphoria of the crowd 
is felt even as everyone tries to 
make their way out of the Mall 
and through the barricaded city 
streets. The view of the massive 
sea of people causes the Young 
Democrats to look back at the 
Washington Monument with awe. 
The crowd chatters excitedly 
about the Inauguration, remark-
ing that times are changing for 
the better. On building rooftops, 
groups of people gather, celebrat-
ing the inauguration of their new 
president. 
“It’s so weird having a new 
president,” Pedraja says. “It’s 
been eight years, which is a long 
time. This is exciting because it is 
completely different.”
inaUGUratiOn from page 1
Sadler Center hosts inauguration watch party
for on-campus politicos
Sarah Sibley— the flat hat
Students awoke early to get to the Capitol Building before the crowds.
Kerry fOGarty — the flat hat
A Wawa employee was arrested for 
allegedly using student numbers 
taken from ID cards to steal funds.
Students face massive crowds, 
freezing temperatures in D.C.
over two years to increase the number of ROTC 
credit hours at the College of William and Mary, 
testified in front of the Education Committee Mon-
day along with Mike Campbell ’09. The committee 
approved the bill, voting 22-0 in favor. 
“Matt Pinsker’s and Mike Campbell’s firsthand 
review of the William and Mary ROTC program 
gave the committee members a good appreciation 
for the extra course work ROTC students must take 
to graduate from certain Virginia universities,” Cox 
said. 
Because the resolution is non-binding, the de-
cision to increase ROTC credits will ultimately lie 
with the individual school administrations. Most 
institutions in Virginia currently view ROTC as an 
elective program, which means that not all credits 
earned in ROTC classes count toward graduation. 
The amount of credits awarded varies by school 
even though the course work is similar throughout 
all programs.
Pinsker explained that the ROTC programs at 
Christopher Newport University and the College 
share the same textbook and many of the same pro-
fessors, but CNU students earn 28 credits toward 
graduation, while College students earn eight. 
“[The College’s military science department] is 
the only department where not all credits earned 
count toward graduation, which forces cadets to 
take an overload,” Pinsker said. “This isn’t fair.”
The campaign to increase ROTC’s credit hours 
began in 2007, when the Student Assembly passed a 
bill encouraging the administration to count all cred-
its earned in the ROTC program toward graduation. 
This led the administration to increase the hours 
toward graduation from six to eight — not nearly as 
much as Pinsker or the bill’s sponsors had hoped. 
“Delegate Cox was actively involved, correspond-
ing with everyone to support the bill,” Pinkser said 
of Cox’s commitment to the campaign.
To bring this issue to the state level, Pinsker en-
listed the help of the Military Officers Association, 
an organization that lobbies state and federal legis-
latures on behalf of the military.
“I approached MOA with this issue, and they rec-
ognized its importance and added it to their agen-
da,” Pinsker said.
Those who opposed increasing the credits at the 
College questioned ROTC’s academic difficulty, as 
well as its role at a liberal arts institution, Pinsker 
said. Because ROTC cadets receive an officer com-
mission upon completing the program, some have 
argued that it is actually vocational training. Pinsker 
believes that the ROTC program can be part of the 
College’s liberal arts curriculum, as the coursework 
focuses on leadership skills.
“ROTC teaches you how to lead others,” Pinsker 
said. “Where in life is leadership not applicable?”
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Planning Commission votes to delay discussing
rule until focus group reports
By ALEX GUILLÉN
Flat Hat News Editor
The Williamsburg Planning 
Commission voted Dec. 17 to 
delay discussions of proposed 
changes to the three-person 
housing rule until after a 
focus group commissioned by 
the City Council releases its 
recommendations. The release 
could take several months.
Current city ordinances 
bar more than three unrelated 
people from living in a single unit 
together. The proposed changes 
would allow for some domiciles 
to house four unrelated people 
if certain conditions, including 
sufficient parking and square 
footage, are met. 
Multiple Planning Commis-
sion members spoke against hav-
ing the discussions before the 
focus group released its recom-
mendations, calling it wasteful.
“I want to refuse the assign-
ment now,” commission member 
Jim Joseph said. “Any effort of 
anything going on in parallel is 
going to be a problem for us.”
Commission member Greg 
Ballentine agreed.
“I think we have the cart 
before the horse here,” he said.
Planning Commission Chair-
man Douglas Pons differed in 
his opinion, arguing that parallel 
discussions are not futile.
“Now that there is a draft 
ordinance, and now that the 
council has given it back to 
us for discussion, part of our 
responsibility is to have that 
discussion,” he said. “One of the 
problems I have with putting the 
timeline on it is it takes us out of 
the discussion, and I think that 
there may be some opportunities 
and benefits for us to have the 
potential for some discussion 
somewhere down the line.”
Commission member Elaine 
McBeth cautioned that the focus 
group is not an avenue of public 
discussion, but agreed that the 
Planning Commission cannot 
move ahead until it receives the 
group’s report.
“The focus group is not, as 
I read it, going to be the place 
where there’s public forums,” 
she said. “We are the source for 
general public information, but 
until we get the report out of the 
focus group, I don’t think this 
can be any conclusion to what we 
do.”
Commission member Sean 
Driscoll said the problems 
with the proposal are not the 
city’s problems and should 
therefore be undertaken by the 
administration of the College of 
William and Mary.
“We’re wasting our time,” he 
said. “We could have one work 
session, we could have six work 
sessions. We’re not going to solve 
this issue. We need to go back 
to the College, we need to say, 
‘What are your long-term plans? 
Do you need student housing? 
Where do you need it?’”
The commission ultimately 
voted 5-1 to delay discussing 
the proposal until after the 
focus group releases its report 
and recommendations. Pons 
provided the dissenting vote.
“I certainly understand why 
they made that decision,” Student 
Assembly President Valerie 
Hopkins ’09 said yesterday, 
adding that she has “mixed 
feelings.”
She hopes the talks will 
progress quickly so that students 
looking for housing next year 
may be able to legally live.
Several city residents also 
spoke against the proposal during 
the meeting’s open forum.
Williamsburg resident Bill 
Dell told the commission that 
working parallel to the focus 
group was a waste.
“I have to be honest with you, 
I find this untenable,” he said 
before the commission voted 
to delay discussions. “We have 
not had any comment from 
the public as to whether or not 
we are going to … approach 
changing the rule. And for the 
Planning Commission to have 
to go through the work and for 
the Zoning Commission … to 
authorize the changing of the 
zoning based on the premise that 
we’re going to have some change 
to the occupancy regulations, to 
me, is just a waste of time.”
Dell also argued that allowing 
more students to live in city 
neighborhoods would negatively 
effect the local economy and 
would be difficult to control.
Williamsburg resident 
Charles Ridinger spoke at length 
about a rental house on his street 
that he says is occupied by two 
football players.
“The traffic on our dead-end 
street is hard to believe,” he said, 
referring to Canterbury Lane. 
“We are not very happy with 
students renting in the city of 
Williamsburg.”
Dell cautioned against moving 
too quickly on the proposal.
“I just don’t think it’s right and 
although it may not be politically 
correct to say this, it doesn’t pass 
the smell test to me,” he said. “It 
seems to me like we are trying to 
push through something.”
City delays moving toward 3-person solution
ROTC argues for more college credit
Student nominations halt focus group 
discussion of the 3-person rule
By ADAM LERNER
Flat Hat Staff Writer
A focus group commissioned 
by the Williamsburg City 
Council to study options for 
revising the three-person rule 
has been delayed. The group had 
originally planned to convene in 
January.   
Student Assembly President 
Valerie Hopkins ’09 attributes 
the delay to poor timing. 
“I think that it would be 
pretty unfair for them to meet 
while school wasn’t in session,” 
Hopkins said. “Unfortunately, 
the timing was pretty bad 
because they decided to have 
this committee while students 
were in exams, and students are 
a really integral component of 
the focus group.” 
Hopkins is in charge of 
recommending two students 
to Mayor Jeanne Zeidler. The 
students will join SA Secretary of 
Public Affairs David Witkowsky 
’11, who has already been 
chosen as a member.  
“The ball should be rolling 
on [committee meetings] in the 
next week or so,” Hopkins said.
Along with students, other 
constituencies represented will 
include  school administration, 
city government and neighbor-
hood residents. Zeidler said that 
she has names of possible repre-
sentatives for these groups and 
that once she receives the stu-
dent recommendations, she can 
send out formal invitations. 
“I think that can go pretty 
quickly,” she said, “but I need 
to hear back from Valerie 
and the Student Assembly for 
recommendations that they 
might give me of who to invite.”
Hopkins said that she has 
not yet been able to produce 
recommendations because she 
is trying to find students who 
live off campus to serve in the 
group. 
“Unfortunately, although I 
have tried to conduct a pretty 
thorough search, finding 
students who live legally off 
campus that would be a good 
fit for this focus group has 
proven to be difficult,” she said. 
“However, I am confident that 
the students who will participate 
will represent students ably 
and additionally be attuned 
to the needs of not only the 
campus community but all of 
Williamsburg.” 
The Focus Group on Rental 
Properties near the College 
is charged with examining 
enforcement policy of current 
ordinances, the College’s 
student housing policy and 
owner-renter relationships. The 
group will compare its findings 
to rental policies of other college 
communities and present the 
results to the City Council. 
“My hope would be that this 
group would work through 
issues and reach a consensus,” 
Zeidler said. “If they don’t 
reach a consensus, if there is a 
majority and a minority position, 
then that’s fine. We can have a 
report on where they agree and 
where they disagree.” 
Hopkins hopes to see the 
group meet by the first week 
in February, and Zeidler hopes 
that the group will conclude 
its work before the end of the 
semester. 
“Our hope is that they would 
be ready to make a report before 
the end of the semester because 
otherwise, the semester ends 
— we may lose our student 
representatives, or we may not,” 
Zeidler said.
jack hohman — the flat hat
An ROTC cadet participates in a training drill for a 
Military Science course.
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said. “As always, we will work to absorb the latest 
cuts in our state funding with the least harm to the 
university, and we will report to you once plans 
are further along.”
Any cuts next year would come in addition 
to the 5 percent cuts that all departments were 
forced to make this year. Department heads say 
the cuts have hurt, but they have been able to cut 
back on minor expenses so far.
“Our department has so far responded to cuts 
by reducing the amount we give faculty for confer-
ence travel, by watching postage carefully, and by 
encouraging faculty to conserve paper,” English 
Department Chair Jack Martin said. He added 
that funding for the renovation of Tucker Hall had 
also been delayed.
The economics department made similar cuts, 
according to Department Chair William Hausman 
and Office Manager Pat Luke. 
“It’s not a crisis yet … but we’re drawing down 
our savings. If it continues for two or three years 
it’s going to have an impact [on teaching],” Haus-
man said, adding that the most serious cut this 
year was the decision to hire a new visiting pro-
fessor instead of a tenure-track one as originally 
planned.
Jones said he thought it was unlikely that any 
federal stimulus package would kick in soon 
enough to prevent cuts next year.
Virginia’s proposed funding cuts are roughly 
on par with those of other state university sys-
tems. New York’s public college system has decid-
ed on a 14-percent tuition increase for next year, 
while the University of California system lost $65 
million in state funding causing tuition to go up at 
least 9 percent.
In a Dec. 9 blog post on the College’s website, 
Rector Michael Powell called for “a new financial 
model” for the College that would involve less 
state funding, more alumni giving and higher tu-
ition along with more financial aid.
“We will also have to look at tuition. The cost 
of educating a student is nearly $18,000 and most 
students pay much less than that,” Powell said. 
“At the same time, we do not want financial need 
to prevent qualified students from joining our 
community. Thus, financial aid budgets will also 
have to be increased.”
Student Assembly President Valerie Hopkins 
’09 said students should take an active role in con-
vincing the GA to go easy on the College.
“In addition to coming on a trip like Road to 
Richmond, students can call and e-mail represen-
tatives,” Hopkins said. “Our voice needs to be 
loud, because members of the GA are hearing 
from a lot of constituents.”
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College budget cuts increase
A few weeks ago the Princeton Review named the College 
of William and Mary the third-best value among public 
universities, behind the University of Virginia and the New 
College of Florida. This designation comes during a troubled 
time for the College’s finances, if students wish to see their 
alma mater achieve further accolades, they should travel to 
Richmond Jan. 29 to petition lawmakers about the expansion 
of the College’s budget. 
The Flat Hat recently announced that Virginia Gov. 
Timothy M. Kaine cut an additional 
$7.4 million from the university 
budget, on top of the almost $5 
million cut several months ago. 
President Reveley reassures us that 
these deficits will not affect the day-
to-day operations of the College, but 
small indicators, from textbook prices to registration, imply 
that the College cannot detach from its financial situation.
 Of course, I, like many others, would love for the College 
to release plans for future fundraising initiatives including 
a clear goal for a new fundraising campaign. Previous 
initiatives that seem to have found success were specific 
and thus easily allowed alumni and administrators to rally 
around them. For example, the Gateway program increased 
its funding from $1.65 million to over $10 million from April 
to December 2008. However, the original projection of the 
Gateway program — $80 million — dwarfs this sum.
Aside from large individual contributions, one of the 
primary problems with fundraising for these programs 
lies in a term repeated ad nauseum during the election: 
“re-energizing the base.” When news and publicity 
coming out of the College focus on the petty and divisive 
controversies of the past few years, few see an incentive 
to empty increasingly light pockets. However, in light of 
fluctuating state funds, the College increasingly needs alumni 
contributions to maintain its level of operation and remain 
competitive with universities with far greater endowments.
However, when even thinking of creating a new 
mascot is a committee about a committee away, students 
understandably feel the need to take some responsibility 
for the College’s affairs. The Road to Richmond trip is one 
of our most visible and effective methods of expressing 
concern over the current budget cuts.
 On Tuesday, Jan. 27, the group will meet with Reveley to 
discuss issues currently affecting the College, and Thursday, 
Jan. 29, students will trek to Richmond to eat breakfast 
with lawmakers and sit in on meetings with the General 
Assembly. I encourage anyone who sat 
in on a class yesterday, without a hope 
of being added to the waiting list, to 
consider funneling their frustration into 
a cause worthier than curling up in the 
fetal position and cursing the Board 
of Visitors, as we seem to do when 
anything goes awry. 
Instead of stressing about the add/drop period, skip a 
class (just this once) and go to Richmond. Legislators want 
to hear about concrete concerns and personal stories that 
connect them to their constituents and provide a jumping-
off point for discussing solutions. Explain how specific 
programs, from Gateway to study abroad, are essential to 
the College experience and to the College’s competitiveness 
with other universities. Lastly, work to forge a connection 
with alumni who may feel as frustrated with the red tape and 
controversy as students do. 
If financial aid is not cut and professors are paid the same, 
then we must find other ways to keep the College great and 
public, yes — but, most of all, operating.
Alexa McClanahan is a sophomore at the College.
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College’s budget will be won in Richmond
Legislators want to hear about the 
concrete concerns that connect 
them to their constituents.
staFF editorials
Housing reform continues to drag
If you’re considering living off-campus in Williamsburg next year, don’t bother looking for more than two housemates to defray the costs — unless, of course, one of them is your brother. Or aunt. 
Because of delays in forming the focus group created to study changes 
to the city’s three-person rule, students will not see a compromise in 
time to make plans for the fall. In a month or so, when students begin 
to consider their housing options, they will be forced to operate in a 
framework that the Williamsburg City Council has said needs change. 
That doesn’t sit well with us.
In authorizing the group at their December meeting, members of 
City Council asked that it consist of both students and residents of the 
larger College of William and Mary community. Against the backdrop 
of exams and winter break, however, Student Assembly President 
Valerie Hopkins ’09 said she found it difficult to select students to 
serve on the committee. And without the student component, no one 
will move forward. Indeed, we wonder if it will move forward even 
with the student component, but, at any rate, progress has stalled. 
It appears a solution will not arrive before students make housing 
commitments for the fall.
That disappoints us, not only because we’d hoped for a solution for 
the 2009-2010 school year but also because we fear that more delays 
will dampen the sense of urgency that pushed these talks to the 
foreground last fall. Hopkins has assured the campus community that 
she has chosen the students and that work will begin again soon, yet 
uncertainty remains. We share Williamsburg Mayor Jeanne Zeidler’s 
concerns about continuity. Will the students selected serve into the 
summer? Will a newly-elected administration shift its focus from 
housing before students gain any ground?  
We’re holding out hope that this loss of expedience leaves a chance 
for more careful consideration. After nearly two decades of waiting, 
that hardly sounds like much of a consolation, but students also 
deserve the best possible solution — the kind of solution unlikely to 
come from a few weeks of deliberation. But, no matter the time frame, 
the sense of urgency must remain. 
America came to Washington, D.C., 
on Tuesday to be a part of something 
amazing. Our nation’s capital was 
filled with people of every race and 
background, the crowd painting a 
worthy backdrop for such a historic 
event. 
The moment history will remember 
came shortly after noon as Barack 
Obama became our nation’s president. 
He was greeted with the clapping 
of millions of muffled hands, smiles 
and tears streaming down millions 
of faces. However the story of 
Inauguration Day began long before 
this moment.
 The making of this historic event 
began days before as people came 
from around the country, and in some 
cases around the world, simply to be 
a part of the day.  Some stayed with 
friends, the lucky ones in hotels, and 
a few especially dedicated people 
lived out of coffee shops and slept in 
their spots on the National Mall. 
As the sun rose on Inauguration 
Day, it was neither the security nor 
the difficulties of being there that 
defined the day, but the warmth and 
energy that came to Washington 
with the American people. As crowds 
waited for hours in the cold for the 
event to begin, the few open spaces 
were filled with conversations. People 
spoke as if they were with old friends, 
reflecting on the day and telling the 
story of their own journey to that 
spot on the Mall.  
So many there embodied the spirit 
of the day — people like the student 
from Lincoln, Neb., who came to 
Washington with no place to stay, 
but with a desire to be a part of 
something larger than herself.
On Monday night, as she rode 
the Metro toward her spot on the 
Mall, she talked casually with the 
man standing next to her on the 
crowded train. As she left, the man, 
refusing to take any compensation, 
handed her one of the prized 
inaugural tickets. Another passenger 
immediately offered her $500 for the 
ticket. She declined and walked off 
the train. 
What she understood was that 
Inauguration Day was something 
greater than all the costs and 
hardships of being in the city. For 
her and so many others, it was about 
being at the launching point for a new 
American direction.  And because of 
that, she proudly used her ticket to 
have her own personal stake in this 
new direction.
By mid-morning, the millions on 
the Mall were joined by the rest of 
the world and paused to take in the 
spectacle. Then, having received the 
mandate from Obama that “we must 
pick ourselves up, dust ourselves 
off, and begin the work of remaking 
America,” the crowd, strangers only 
hours before, hugged, said goodbye 
and walked out to return to their 
lives, pausing only briefly to cheer 
the departure of the Presidential 
helicopter carrying former president 
George W. Bush down the Mall and 
away from the Capitol. 
Jan. 20 was unquestionably a 
monumental day in American history. 
It was a day when racial barriers 
came tumbling down and the crowd 
was so large that it was measured in 
miles and jumbotrons. 
What is yet to be determined 
is whether or not it will become 
the turning point in the American 
narrative that so many believe it 
will be. For that to happen, we must  
ensure that something extraordinary 
takes place.  
I walked away from Tuesday 
with a sense of empowerment and 
the knowledge that the country is 
once again on the right track.  The 
message was clear that nothing would 
happen on its own: We all need to 
re-engage ourselves in public life and 
use our talents to get America to the 
place it needs to be. 
As Obama said in his address, we 
know what we “can achieve when 
imagination is joined to common 
purpose, and necessity to courage.” 
Now, it is only a question of doing it.  
Ben Schultz is a senior at the College 
and attended the inauguration.
Obama brings millions together with the hope of a brighter future
People spoke as if they were 
with old friends, reflecting on 
the day and telling the story of 
their own journey to that spot 
on the Mall.
Ben schultz
  Flat Hat guest columnist 
Brady wins Alumni Medallion
To the Editor:
As the son of a College of William 
and Mary graduate, I often have 
the pleasure of reading your alumni 
magazine. However, this month, when 
I opened the pages I was appalled to 
learn that Sarah Brady ’64 was awarded 
an Alumni Medallion. Mrs. Brady 
has single-handedly lead a crusade 
trampling the rights of all American 
citizens. Her stance on “gun control” 
goes against the very freedoms that 
our Founding Fathers, many educated 
at the College, stood for.
This award is an embarrassing 
moment for your College. I hope that 
in the future the College realizes that 
who it decides to recognize projects 
an image upon the community of 
Williamsburg, the state of Virginia and 
our nation.
 — Joseph Canales 
Pennsylvania State University ’09
letter to tHe editor
The staff editorial represents the opinion of The Flat Hat. The editorial board, which is 
elected by The Flat Hat’s section editors and executive staff, consists of Austin Wright, 
Jeff Dooley, Alice Hahn, Brian Mahoney and Andy Peters. The Flat Hat welcomes sub-
missions to the Opinions section. Limit letters to 250 words and columns to 700 words. 
Letters, columns, graphics and cartoons reflect the view of the author only. E-mail sub-
missions to fhopinions@gmail.com.
College must go beyond Virginia
Like other public universities around the country, the College of William and Mary stands at a crossroads. Years of falling (plummeting?) support from the state leave administrators with, 
we think, four options to balance the budget: They can cut services, 
drastically increase tuition, alter the in-state to out-of-state student ratio 
or pursue some combination of the three. We favor the third route.
College officials should seek concessions from the General Assembly 
to ease restrictions on the percentage of non-Virginians the school can 
admit. Because out-of-staters pay nearly three times more in tuition and 
fees than do Virginians, even a one-point change would inject tens of 
thousands of additional dollars of new income at no additional cost.
 We doubt state officials would be disposed to such a switch, of 
course, but it seems only fair that as state support wanes, the General 
Assembly’s ability to influence College policy should wane as well. 
Virginians’ tax dollars help run the College, yes, yet so do students, 
donors and endowment revenues. Management remains firmly planted 
in Richmond despite the existence of these myriad shareholders.
 Moreover, Virginia’s top flight system of higher education attracts 
talented students from across the country, and oftentimes, they settle 
here. Where the Midwest and Rust Belt are experiencing a brain drain, 
Virginia’s colleges help sustain a brain gain. If that system goes into 
decline, we fear the state may lose out as well. It’s time to reconsider 
how it operates. The old way isn’t working.
Variety
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By LAUREN BILLINGSLEY
Flat Hat That Guy Columnist
John Weeks wears a twist of yellow 
material on his wrist. When I ask about it, 
he recalls his recent trip to the Dominican 
Republic and explains how the yellow 
band represents his time spent with the 
College of William and Mary’s Student 
Organization for Medical Outreach 
and Sustainability that is based on the 
Caribbean island.  As he puts it, the 
band is “a constant reminder of all of the 
people in my heart: the Dominicans, my 
teammates and what I want for myself.” 
John also encourages service and research 
as a member of Beta Theta Pi and Health 
Outreach Peer Educators.  Academically, 
his neuroscience and Hispanic Studies 
background, coupled with his admiration 
for celebrated public health humanitarian 
Paul Farmer may set him up for a career 
in public health in a place where people 
cannot always help themselves. Before 
I knew it, I learned about farmers in 
Loudon County, aggressive pet roosters 
and what it is like to be interviewed by 
Jim Lehrer.  
I hear you had a colorful upbringing. 
Can you tell me about it?
I’m from Western Loudon County. I 
actually lived in a town called Paeonian 
Springs, which consists of about 80 
people and a post office. Honestly, it’s 
not like much of anything, just a stop 
off the side of the highway with a lot 
of cows. Loudon County is actually one 
of the fastest-growing in the country in 
the nation, so every time I go home it’s 
different. Stuff that used to be big fields 
is now malls. 
Did you have any pets growing up in 
the country?
We had a rooster for a while named 
Roger. He was one of those experiments 
in an elementary school class where 
you have chicks and then hatch them. 
We got to take him home, and then he 
grew up to be a full-sized rooster. He 
was very bonded with our family and 
very aggressive. The postman even had 
a baseball bat he would use to fend him 
off. That was probably our oddest pet, 
except we had a baby squirrel that we 
raised named Acorn that fell out of a tree 
when it was still pink and furless. And 
then he got old and ate all our books. We 
had all these books that he gnawed on 
the spines of. 
Any memories that stand out from 
the small town? 
Well, I worked on a farm for four years. 
My little sister’s best friend’s parents 
owned a farm, and they were looking for 
a strapping young lad to work on it, so I 
stepped up to the job of strapping young 
lad. It was the most random thing, but 
a really cool farm, actually. We grew 
hydroponic vegetables. A lot of my job 
was working on the farm and then going 
to sell in the markets in [Washington, 
D.C.]. I got to meet a lot of happening 
chefs who would use our stuff. Our 
product was featured on “Emeril Live.” 
I even got interviewed by Jim Lehrer 
on PBS for it. He was doing a special on 
farmers’ markets, and he came by and 
talked to me, just briefly. I don’t know if 
I actually made it on the show, but it was 
kind of fun. At the time I was working 
like two or three different jobs. I worked 
at an awesome Mom and Pop video store 
and also at the Target customer service 
desk, which made me want to kill myself. 
I think the farming job was my favorite. 
I liked being able to do my own thing, 
and I got to make my own specials or tell 
people “this head and this head make a 
nice salad together.”
I bet you can make a mean salad 
now.
Yeah, actually.  I know more than 
anyone needs to about gourmet cooking, 
and I got really into it. I used to read 
these hoity-toity cooking magazines so 
I could talk to people about what they 
were buying since a lot of people in D.C. 
were really, really into it. If you can talk 
intelligently about it, you can sell more.
Still cook?
Yeah, I really like to cook. Since I’ve 
been here I haven’t had a lot of time to 
cook, but I’ve gotten really into baking 
stuff. The last couple of semesters have 
been all about making bread. I guess 
it’s not something people would know 
about me or guess about me. I really like 
whole wheat, honey breads or breads 
with berries and nuts in them. Hearty 
breads.
John Weeks has an impressive range of 
talents. From the kitchen to the farmyard 
to the Caribbean, he can feed and lend his 
smarts and hard work to those around 
him. As for the moment,  you can find 
him studying for the LSAT in the Grind 
or baking a loaf of bread in the Unit M 
kitchen for some very appreciative Betas.
Small-town senior big around campus
ThaT GUY: JOhN WEEKS
With the semester beginning, 2008 ending and a new president being inaugurated trends at 
the College of William and Mary are changing and students are finding new hobbies
UCAB amps up image 
with a new name, logo
By CLAIRE ELLERY
Flat Hat Staff Writer
The acronym SCAB may spark curi-
osity, but it doesn’t quite kindle respect. 
With the renaming of the University 
Center to the Sadler Center, the Univer-
sity Center Activities Board needed a 
moniker makeover as well. 
To kick off the new image, the new-
ly named Alma Mater Productions, or 
AMP, will offer hot air balloon rides in 
the Sunken Garden today. Two to five 
students at a time will be able to ride in 
one of two hot air balloons donning a 
banner displaying UCAB’s new name.
“We feel like this new launch is going 
to allow people to see what the organi-
zation does and see it really does serve 
the student body,” Thomas Milteer ’09, 
UCAB’s public relations chair,  said.
In addition to the Sunken Garden 
event — where students can grab a pair 
of free AMP sunglasses — this weekend 
AMP is hosting bartending lessons and 
a magic show.
Last fall, UCAB opened a forum for 
name suggestions from its members 
and the student body, and at the end of 
the semester decided on Alma Mater 
Productions.
 “William and Mary is considered to 
be the alma mater of the nation,” Milteer 
said. “We wanted something William and 
Mary-specific and fun and that could de-
scribe William and Mary.” 
The name AMP was submitted by a 
UCAB member, among many submis-
sions from both members of UCAB and 
the student body. The top three choices 
came down to Alma Mater Productions, 
Tribe Productions and TribeWorks. Af-
ter UCAB members voted via an online 
survey, the executive board made a final 
decision. Alma Mater Productions won 
by a clear majority.
“It has energy, it’s definitely different, 
it has nothing to do with the buildings 
on campus,” UCAB publicity member 
Trisha Repsher ’10 said. “AMP could be 
around a lot longer, and it’s cool to be 
involved with something that could be 
around for a while.”
Two official logos, both designed by a 
professional  graphic designer, complete 
the new launch package.
“We want it to be more hip and really 
try to upgrade everything,” Milteer said. 
Repsher commented on the versatility 
of the new logo. “It has the potential to do 
whatever you want with it, so it’s flexible,” 
he said.
The launch also features their new of-
ficial color, teal.
The organization is ready to liven 
up the semester with its new image. As 
Milteer said, “We’re all really excited 
about it.”
UGG boots
“Paris Hilton’s My New BFF” 
Plain North Face jackets
Jenna and Barbara
Bloom
William and Mary e-mail
Being apathetic
Sarah Palin
Finding a job right out of college
Unpaid internships
Professors not replying to e-mails
Amy Winehouse
Zac and Vanessa
“Kite Runner”
Golden Globes
Retros
Studying in Swem
iTunes
AIM
“The Hills”
“One Tree Hill”
Watching MTV
Freezing your toes off in flip-flops
Fake highlights
No-shave November
Checking faceboook during class
Buying a parking pass
Paying over $1,000 for a meal plan
Protesting about the SWAS
#8 on Princeton Review’s Best College Library list
“Heroes”
Leather knee-high boots
“Bromance”
Colorful coats
Shasa and Malia
Trader Joe’s
Gmail
Being politically active
Caroline Kennedy
Going to grad school
Jobs that pay
Seniors taking intro classes
The Ting Tings
Kate and Leo
“Slumdog Millionaire”
Oscars
Lenny’s Deli
Studying in academic buildings
Pandora
Gchat
“The City”
“Mad Men”
Watching CNN
Dressing for the weather
Natural hair color
Clean shaven
Checking blogs during class
Moving your car every two hours on Richmond Road
Putting $600 on Express
Protesting about the school going green
#3 on Princeton Review’s Best Public College Value list
“Lost”
Surreal film 
falls short of 
Kaufman’s past
MOviE REviEW
By BRIAN MAhoNEY
Flat Hat Online Editor
For playwright Caden Cotard, all the world’s 
a stage — a gloomy, plodding, gigantic stage. 
Cotard, the anxiety-plagued protagonist 
of Charlie Kaufman’s directorial debut, 
“Synecdoche, New York,” played by Philip 
Seymour Hoffman (“Capote”), is a moderately 
successful playwright from Schenectady, 
New York, where he lives with his equally 
anxious four-year-old daughter, Olive (Sadie 
Goldstein, “Little Children”) and his wife 
Adele (Catherine Keener, “Into the Wild”), an 
artist who spends her days painting nudes on 
microscopic canvases. 
In suburban Schenectady, the couple’s 
artistic duties are getting in the way of their 
familial ones. Caden stages an off-Broadway 
production of Arthur Miller’s “Death of a 
Salesman” as Adele, on the cusp of what could 
be her big break in the art world, prepares 
work for an exhibit in Berlin. Meanwhile, 
Olive adopts small paranoias that illuminate an 
unspoken rift between her mother and father. 
At one point she screams in fear at the unseen 
presence of the blood within her body, as if 
aware of the impending breakdown between 
her own blood relations.
Adele soon leaves for Berlin with Olive, 
never to return, and Caden is left to ponder his 
own artistic failings and physical deterioration. 
He considers an affair with a mysterious 
box office attendant named Hazel, whose 
own isolation is surreally typified through 
her constantly burning house, one of many 
dream-like strokes that Kaufmann whimsically 
interjects throughout the film. 
Eventually, you can’t tell if you’re watching 
Caden’s real world or a fabrication created 
by his own nervous desires. Caden begins to 
see himself in dully optimistic pharmaceutical 
commercials; at one point he sees (or 
See SYNEChDoChE page 7
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One of the two new logos AMP is introducing to the campus today
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Rent
Featuring Bill Murray, this fantasy 
film brings viewers through an epic 
adventure as an underground city 
is in danger of loosing all resources 
and falling apart
City of Ember
Download
“It’s natural and I feel completely 
comfortable. In a twisted way it’s 
like kissing a family member.”
Star Sense
-Leonardo DiCaprio on kissing 
Kate Winslet in their new film, 
“Revolutionary Road”
Hollywood gossip
Ever after?
Looks like Charlie’s Angels 
are on the outs. Former BFFs 
Cameron Diaz and Drew 
Barrymore were obviously cold 
to each other at the Golden 
Globes. According to Ok!, Drew 
hasn’t been able to walk a mile 
in Cam’s shoes since some 
very bad things happened to 
the blonde diva last year. While 
the “Shrek” star dealt with 
the death of her father, lucky 
Drew’s frequently been kissed 
by a series of younger men from 
Jason Segel to Ed Westwick. 
A mighty heart
Despite having already selected 
a new BFF, Paris Hilton has 
offered her services once again. 
This time, Life & Style reports 
the lucky contender is no other 
than Angelina Jolie, a soul clearly 
starved for companionship. “She’s 
strong and gorgeous and uses 
her fame for good,” Paris said, 
noting their similarities. “I’d have 
a lot in common with her.” Even 
with Mr. & Mrs. Smith reportedly 
bickering more frequently, we’re 
not sure Paris’s friendship is 
something Angie ever wanted.
Dr. Clooney to the ER
George Clooney is set to return 
to his roots in the long-awaited 
final season of “ER.” People 
magazine reports rumors that 
the Fug Girls’ Intern George, 
who owes his career to a five-
year stint on the show, will return 
as his character Dr. Doug Ross 
for an undetermined number of 
episodes. Clooney last appeared 
in a 2000 cameo. Trying to keep 
the appearance a secret, NBC and 
Warner Bros. representatives 
refused to comment, as did 
Clooney’s publicist.
NYC chamber of secrets
Marc Jacobs and his boyfriend 
Lorenzo Martone have bought 
an apartment in the same 
building as ‘Harry Potter’ star 
Daniel Radcliffe. Already a 
fixture in New York’s social 
scene, the designer and his 
rumored fiancée plan to settle 
into their SoHo apartment. The 
legendary playboy, toned down 
of late, has made a splash as 
the essence of Marc Jacobs 
infects the popular celeb 
abode.
— by Alice Hahn
SYNECDoChE from page 6
Arts on CAmpus Kimball shows Kaufman’s film debut
Discovering ‘The Secret Garden’
My Life Would S**k Without You 
Kelly Clarkson
Gives You Hell
The All-American Rejects 
Heartless
Kanye West
By MARY BoNNEY
The Flat Hat
One by one, residents of the 
English colony in India fall victim 
to cholera. They let out painful 
screams and dramatically pull red 
handkerchiefs from their sleeves. 
When the dust settles, a single 
child survives the epidemic 
to face a life of loneliness and 
uncertainty. 
The Sinfonicron Light Opera 
Company presents the musical 
“The Secret Garden” this 
weekend, produced by Keegan 
Cassady ’10 and directed by 
Dan Plehal ’09. The production, 
from the sets to choreography to 
lightning, is completely student-
run. The company labored 
the last two weeks of winter 
break creating this musical that 
questions death and reveals that, 
even in the most barren and 
desolate situations, hope and love 
can survive. 
Based on the book of the same 
name, “The Secret Garden” is the 
story of Mary Lennox, (Abigail 
Stokley ’10), a young English 
girl orphaned after a cholera 
outbreak in India. She is swiftly 
taken to England to live with 
her emotionally distant Uncle 
Archibald, (Thomas Brigham 
’10), as there is little to do there 
but skip rope, she wanders 
through neglected gardens. 
Mary soon discovers her 
crippled cousin Colin, (Rebekah 
Rochte ’12), and a hidden garden 
previously cared for by her 
beloved deceased aunt, (Sara 
Black ’09). As she breathes life 
into the garden, Mary uplifts 
all those affected by it. She 
matures from a selfish, spoiled 
child to a loving girl who helps 
those around her overcome 
their physical and emotional 
impediments. 
“The Secret Garden” 
examines the relationship 
between life and death as both 
Mary and Archibald struggle to 
understand and come to terms 
with the loss of their loved 
ones. “This production presents 
an opportunity to explore the 
option of how the living and 
dead interact,” Plehal said. 
He contributed to that theme 
by altering the script, making 
Dickon, one of the book’s main 
living characters, a ghost.  The 
effect is echoed througout the 
entire performance as cast 
members representing cholera 
victims silently wander onstage 
around the living characters. At 
times, the steady background 
movement can be a little 
distracting.
The musical, however, 
focuses on the constant presence 
of those that came before us. 
This staging proves a creative 
method for communicating that 
message. The idea becomes 
clear in a crucial moment as 
Mary questions death, to which 
Archibald replies: “They’re not 
gone you see, just dead.” Their 
mutual journey concludes with 
their gradual acceptance of death. 
The best part of “The Secret 
Garden” is the incredibly 
beautiful music created by the 
student orchestra. Harmonies 
such as “Lily’s Eyes” and 
“Storm,” sung in duets and 
quartets, are phenomenal and 
worth the ticket price alone — 
$4 for students with one of the 
coupons distributed on campus. 
The production unquestion-
ably features some of the best 
singer in our school commu-
nity. The staggeringly beautiful 
soprano voice of Black has a 
hint of sadness as she invites 
Mary to find her garden and 
comforts Archibald from be-
yond the grave. 
Stockley captures the young 
heroine’s enthusiasm for 
exploring and determination 
to hope. Armbruster has an 
impressively strong, full voice 
as Uncle Archibald’s brother. 
Rebecca Phillips ’11, clearly  
plays a show-stopping role and 
provides a cheery addition as 
the household’s maid, bright-
ing every scene she enters. 
Rochte does an extraordinary 
job as Colin, moving from vul-
nerable silence to a screaming 
tantrum, causing both laughter 
and sympathy. The upbeat 
Collie happily guides Mary 
through the garden and aids 
her along the journey. 
The production has beautiful 
and sometimes haunting music 
such as “Come To My Garden,” 
Lily’s loving cry for Mary’s 
attention. As Archibald strains 
to hear Lily’s whispers, the 
tenderness in his voice reveals 
his physical and emotional 
weakness. A gigantic tree, built 
by hand, stands center stage 
and frames the musical. If you 
approach “The Secret Garden” 
with an open mind and heart 
there is no doubt you will be 
touched by our fellow students’ 
talent and hard work. 
“The Secret Garden” will 
play today at 8 p.m., Saturday at 
2 p.m. and 8 p.m., and Sunday 
at 2 p.m.
Sinfonicron Light Opera recreates the classic musical, 
focusing on life, death and hope
imagines?) Adele’s profile in a pretentious 
fashion magazine. His wife’s presumed success 
in Berlin only amplifies his own failures as an 
artist, husband and father. 
One afternoon, Caden unexpectedly receives 
a “genius grant” from the MacArthur Foundation 
that allows him to create a piece of stage work 
that is simply true. In a continually expanding 
Manhattan warehouse, Caden embarks on a 30-
year process of recreating New York City inside 
and out, breaking the fourth wall (and dozens 
of walls thereafter) to portray the mundane, 
daily world and the loneliness of his own artistic 
process. Eventually, art imitates life to the point 
of obscurity and Caden becomes a character in 
his own “real-life” play, seeking a truth about 
his existence — and his impending death — 
that his art continuously fails to grasp. 
Kaufman’s method — surreal imagery, 
consistent self-reference, a plot that seems to 
turn in on itself — isn’t a new one. His previous, 
famous (and frankly, better) screenplays 
(“Being John Malkovich,” “Adaptation” and 
“Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind”) all 
explored the anxiety of love, loneliness and 
art while assuring the viewer that such human 
struggles are all worth it in the end. 
But Caden’s stage project — and Kaufman’s 
film — reveals only small moments of despair 
in everyday life. There are no triumphs here, 
no confirmation that art can affirm life as easily 
as it conveys despair. Instead, we’re left with a 
dour portrait of artistic suffering that lags into 
its second hour without any sense of larger 
purpose. 
And it seems that Kaufman was seeking a 
larger purpose in the film. You can tell by the 
title, ‘Synecdoche,’ a literary device in which 
the part stands for the whole. Unfortunately, 
‘Synecdoche’s’ brilliant fragments — though 
bolstered by Hoffman’s superb acting — fail 
to effectively coalesce, and the viewer is left 
with little hope for Caden’s — or their own — 
apparently trite existence.
The Kimball Theatre will show “Synecdoche, 
New York” now through Thursday, Jan. 29 with 
shows at 4 and 6:45 p.m.
CouRtESY Photo — MoviEwEB.CoM
Philip Seymour Hof fman stars as Caden Cotard, 
a depressed director unhappy with life, in Charlie 
Kaufman’s directorial debut.
CouRtESY Photo — SiNfoNiCRoN 
The deceased aunt of Mary, played by Sara Black ’09, provides influence 
for protagonist throughout the musical “The Secret Garden.”
sudoKu
Directions: Fill in the blank squares 
so that each row, each column and 
each 3-by-3 block contain all of the 
digits 1 through 9.
Source: krazydad.com Solution
January 3 — Loss
Northeastern 60
Tribe  44
January 5 — Loss
Old Dominion 62
Tribe  42
January 7 — Win
Tribe  73
UNCW  59
January 10 — Loss
James Madison 74
Tribe  65
January 14 — Loss
George Mason 61
Tribe  57
January 17 — Loss
Delaware 71
Tribe  62
January 21 — Loss
Hofstra  54
Tribe  44
SportS in brief
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swimming and diving
Women win close meet 
against seahawks; men fall
— By Matt Poms and Jamison 
Shabanowitz
Track and field
Tribe men, women qualify 
for postseason
The College of William and 
Mary women collected their 
eighth straight dual-meet win, 
edging out the University of 
North Carolina-Wilmington 152-
148 Saturday in Wilmington, N.C. 
Junior Katie Radloff won three 
individual events for the Tribe, 
including the 50-meter and 100-m 
freestyles and the 100-m back-
stroke. Meanwhile, the Tribe men 
fell to the seven-time defending 
CAA champion Seahawks 214-85. 
UNCW sophomore Luke Murphy 
led the Seahawks, winning both 
the 500-m and 1,000-m freestyle 
events. Tribe seniors Jason Bris-
son and Shawn Matthews won the 
200-m fly and 200-m backstroke 
events, respectively.
Senior Ian Fitzgerald qualified 
for the IC4A Championship meet 
Saturday at the Navy Quad meet 
in Annapolis, Md., posting a time 
of 2:26 in the 1,000-meter dash. 
Junior Colin Leak ran 8:25.61 in 
the 3,000-m to qualify for IC4As. 
For the women, junior Nicole 
Kazuba qualified for the ECAC 
Championship meet, clearing a 
height in the pole vault compe-
tition of 12’ 3.5.”  Fellow junior 
Ashley Williams recorded the 
third-best distance ever thrown 
in the women’s weight throw 
event at the College with a mark 
of 50’3.25.” 
Schedule
College drops first match of 
year against no. 5 Virginia
Facing a team with six na-
tionally ranked players proved 
quite a challenge for the Col-
lege of William and Mary Tues-
day, as the Tribe fell 7-0 to no. 
5 University of Virginia. The 
College’s no. 1 singles player, 
junior Keziel Juneau, was the 
only Tribe player to take his op-
ponent, U.Va.’s Dominic Inglot, 
to three sets. The College’s re-
cord drops to 4-1 with the loss.
John quinn — the flat hat
Junior forward Tiffany Benson tries to corral a rebound against ODU.
Shooting blanks
men’s Tennis
John quinn — the flat hat
Senior forward Peter Stein (15) last registered double-digit points against Haverford Dec. 20.
sat., Jan. 24
NOTRE DAME — 10 a.m.
GEORGE MASON — 5 p.m.
men’s Tennis
@ Delaware  — Newark, Del.
— 1 p.m.
swimming and diving
women’s gymnasTics
@ Rutgers — Piscataway, N.J. 
— 1 p.m.
Monarchs record 47th consecutive win over Tribe
men’s baskeTball
Tribe drops fourth consecutive conference game, falls into tie for last place in CAA
women’s baskeTball
sun., Jan. 25
men’s gymnasTics
@ Navy Open — Annapolis, 
Md.  — 3 p.m.
men’s baskeTball
@ Drexel — Philadelphia, 
Penn. — 4 p.m.
RICHMOND — 9 a.m.
LONGWOOD  — 5 p.m.
men’s Tennis
TEXAS CHRISTIAN 
UNIVERSITY — 1 p.m.
women’s Tennis
women’s baskeTball
@ Northeastern — Boston, 
Mass. — 2 p.m.
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tRiBe 44, hofStRa 54
With 11:46 remaining in the second half, 
sophomore forward Marcus Kitts stepped to the 
free throw line for a chance to extend the Col-
lege of William and Mary’s lead to two points 
— and shot an airball. The shot punctured a hole 
in the Tribe’s already tenuous hold on the game, 
and, over the next five minutes, the College’s 
chances for a win deflated.
Hofstra University’s Cornelius Vines, who 
had a team-high 15 points, hit a three-pointer to 
ignite a 13-0 Pride run, which put Hofstra ahead 
41-29 with 6:59 left. Vines’ teammate Tony Den-
nison scored eight straight points during the 
stretch and finished with 10 points on the night.
“They had [those] two kids come off the 
bench that shot the ball exceptionally well, and 
that really hurt us tonight,” Head Coach Tony 
Shaver said on the Tribe Radio postgame show.
The Tribe (6-12, 1-7 CAA) responded with a 
quick 8-0 run of its own to cut the deficit to four, 
and had a chance to trim the lead to two or less 
on its next possession, but junior forward Danny 
Sumner’s jump shot did not fall. Hofstra reeled 
off nine unanswered points pushing its lead to 
51-37 with 2:40 remaining in the game.
The Pride, which came into the game lead-
ing the CAA in rebounding, dominated the Tribe 
on the boards, out-rebounding the College by 16 
and recording 12 second-chance points.
“The only thing that hurt us defensively 
during those key runs from them was through 
[second-chance] shots,” Shaver said. “Several of 
those rebounds led to two straight three-point 
plays for them, which were real keys in breaking 
that ball game open.”
The Tribe’s 29 percent shooting night — its 
worst performance from the field this season 
–— did not help either.
“We really struggled to score the ball,” Shav-
er said. “I thought we got a lot of good looks to-
night, particularly inside. They had one kid with 
seven blocks. What looked like layups turned 
into fastbreaks the other way sometimes.”
The College held a six-point lead late in the 
first half and led 17-15 at the break after fresh-
man forward Quinn McDowell drained a three-
pointer as time expired. It was the Tribe’s first 
halftime lead since its Dec. 31 win over Harvard 
University. But the College never established a 
working margin in the second half, and Hofstra 
hung around, staying within four points.
For the first time this season, junior guard 
David Schneider did not start, but came off of 
the bench to score a game-high 18 points. Mc-
Dowell added eight points for the Tribe.
The College wraps up its three-game road trip 
Saturday when it travels to Drexel University for 
a 4 p.m. game.
What’s wrong with the Tribe?
Zimmeck drafted by 
Freedom in eighth round
The Washington Freedom 
selected College of William and 
Mary senior forward Claire Zim-
meck as the 63rd overall pick in 
the inaugural Women’s Profes-
sional Soccer League draft Jan. 
16. Zimmeck was the final pick in 
the ninth round of the 10-round 
draft. Other Washington draft 
picks included U.S. National 
team standouts Abby Wambach, 
Cat Whitehill and legendary 
goalkeeper Briana Scurry. The 
Washington Freedom will play 
home matches in Washington, 
D.C.’s RFK Stadium this spring.
women’s soccer
2009 has been unkind to the Tribe. After a slow start, which 
saw the College accumulate five wins in its first 11 games, the 
Tribe has fallen into a tailspin to start the new year, losing six of 
seven games and dropping into a tie for last place in the CAA. 
During that seven-game stretch, the Tribe stuggled with its 
offensive productivity and rebounding. Its scoring dropped, and 
its rebounding advantage disappeared, while the College’s top 
two players — juniors David Schneider and Danny Sumner — 
traded lackluster performances. Now the Tribe faces an uphill 
climb out of the CAA cellar.
Sumner and Schneider are the Tribe’s go-to 
guys, but during the last seven games the 
duo has struggled, scoring in double fig-
ures in the same game just twice. Sumner’s 
torrid start to the season almost seems an 
aberration now. After averaging 18 points 
per game for the first 11 games of the sea-
son, Sumner has hit double figures in only 
four of his past eight games.
Inconsistent star power
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scarce post production
The College’s experienced post play-
ers, namely senior peter stein and ju-
nior Alex Smith, have averaged a com-
bined nine points per game in the past 
seven games. To be fair, Smith wears a 
shoulder brace each game, but such a 
poor post presence allows other teams 
to focus on the Tribe’s perimeter play-
ers. Other teams have clamped down 
on the College’s outside shooters, 
holding the Tribe to just 28.9 percent 
shooting from three-point range since 
Dec. 31.
Tribe’s first-half lead evaporates as Old Dominion outscores College 40-17 in second half
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By JaCK PolloCK
Flat Hat Staff Writer
tRiBe 48, oDu 66
A second-half shooting drought caused the 
College of William and Mary’s five-point halftime 
lead  to evaporate in a 66-48 loss to Old Dominion 
University Thursday night at Kaplan Arena.
The Tribe (10-7, 3-3 CAA) looked poised to 
upset CAA powerhouse ODU after a first half 
during which the College knocked down seven 
three-pointers.
The Tribe came out strong in the first half 
thanks to its impressive perimeter game, but lim-
ited bench options, poor shooting and fatigue led 
to the College’s disappointing second-half perfor-
mance.
“I thought in the first half we did a good job 
limiting the easy looks and made them play half-
court basketball, but in the second half we gave 
them easy shots and layups, and we got tired,” 
Head Coach Debbie Taylor said.
The start of the game featured a back-and-forth 
struggle as both teams traded baskets in the first 
five minutes. The Monarchs broke a 9-9 tie with a 
6-0 run after a series of transition points. 
Following a Tribe timeout, freshman guard Ja-
nine Aldridge and junior guard Kelly Heath sunk 
back-to-back three-pointers to take a 22-20 lead 
with 7:33 remaining. Aldridge’s trey sparked an 
impressive performance from the freshman, who 
finished the night with a team-high 15 points in 
34 minutes.
“We were really flowing in our offense in the 
first half, taking our time, and getting quality 
shots,” senior forward Dani Kell said.
Both teams had trouble executing offensively 
toward the end of the first half, committing costly 
turnovers. But senior guard Courtney Portell 
showcased her three-point shooting prowess, 
sinking consecutive threes to give the College a 
31-26 lead at the half.  
The Tribe relied on its outside shooting much 
of the game with 27 attempts from beyond the 
arc.  However, its inside misses proved the most 
costly: the College hit only 14.3 percent of its 
shots in the final half.
Meanwhile, ODU came out firing in the sec-
ond half, making three quick buckets to take a 
one-point lead with 18:42 left. From there the 
Monarchs picked up their intensity, continuing to 
convert offensively and built their lead. 
The College showed its fatigue when ODU 
made a series of layups in transition to blow 
open the game at 56-43 with 5:50 remaining. 
The Tribe’s five starters each recorded 30-plus 
minutes on the floor.  Six College turnovers and 
several forced shots paved the way for the Mon-
archs’ 20-3 run.
“They were really beating us in transition and 
we forced a lot of shots on offense,” Kell said.
The Tribe travels to face Northeastern Univer-
sity (6-11, 3-3 CAA) Sunday for a 2 p.m. game in 
Boston, Mass. 
